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SECTION 4 
TC-3lVIKING B SPACECRAFT 
Launch Date September 9, 1975 
Contents 
Coatents Description 
Table 4.1 Data Analysis Matrix 
Table 4.2 Instrument List 
Table 4.3 Time of Flight Events 
Figure 
4.1 Instrurneht Locations 
4.2a-4.13b Prelaunch PSD 
4.14a-4.21b Stage 0 Ignition - TtO - Tt2 
4.22a-4.29b Stage O Ignition - Tt2 - Tt4  
4.30a-4.33b Stage 0 Ignition - Tt4 - Tt6 
4.34a-4.41b Max Q - 2+35 a Tt37 
4.42a-4.49b Max Q - Tf 37 - Tt39 
4.50a-4.57b Max Q - Tt33 - Tt41 
4.58a-4.65b Max Q - Tt41 - Tt43 
4.66a-4.73b Max Q - Tt4' - Tt45 




Contents Description - Section 4 - TC-3 Data 
This section presents Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots of the eight 
parameters listed below. A l l  analyses a re  of two second time samples. 
i ' The data is displayed in the pairs of a two second time sample and its PSD 
I analysis. 
The analyses cover the Stage 0 IgnitionILift Off and Max Q periods of time 
for the TC-3 launch. A matrix of time samples and analyses performed are  
shown here in Table 1. Instrument list and sensor location are  presented in 
Table 2 and Figure 1 respectively. .. . -- - . -  - . -  
Parameters for Which PSD Analyses were Performed 
Vibration measurements on the Viking Orbiter Bus 
Acceleration of the Viking Lander Capsule (VLC) 
c. g. obtained through transformation of Viking Lander 
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